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1. Introduction
These instructions give you guidelines for preparing camera-ready abstracts for the EUROMECH Colloquium 476 abstract booklet. Use this document as a template if you are using Microsoft Word versions 6.0 or later; if you are reading a paper version of this document, please download the electronic file from the conference web site http://lim.ii.udc.es/events/euromech476/ so you can use it to prepare your manuscript. If you are not using Microsoft Word, use this document as an instruction set. The submitted abstract must be in camera-ready format and in a Word or PDF file. It will be placed into the conference abstract booklet as received without any editing.
2. Main body
The abstract has to comply with the present template. The maximum extension is 2 pages. Page size is A4, with 25mm left, right, top and bottom margins. Font type is Times New Roman. Numbered sections can be used. Table 1 shows the style formats to use.
Table 1: Style formats
Style
Format
Title
14p bold, centered, 14p after paragraph
Authors
10p bold, centered, 12p after paragraph
Affiliation
10p bold, centered, 30p after paragraph
Section headings
12p bold, left justified, 12p before paragraph, 6p after paragraph
Main text
10p normal, justified, 12mm indenting of paragraphs, 6p after paragraph
Table heading
10p normal, centered; 12p before paragraph, 6p after paragraph
Figure heading
10p normal, centered; 6p before paragraph, 12p after paragraph
References
10p normal, left justified; for style see example

Place figure captions below the figures; place table titles above the tables. Use the abbreviation “Fig.” even at the beginning of a sentence. Do not abbreviate “Table”. Number equations consecutively with equation numbers in parentheses flush with the right margin. Refer to “(1)”, not “Eq. (1)” or “equation (1)”, except at the beginning of a sentence: “Equation (1) is ...”.
Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. Multiple references are each numbered with separate brackets [2], [3]; for consecutive references include a hyphen [1]–[3]. In sentences, refer simply to the reference number, as in [3]. Do not use “Ref. [3]” or “reference [3]” except at the beginning of a sentence: “Reference [3] shows ...”. Type the reference list at the end of the abstract (see examples for style information).
3. Conclusions
A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the introduction as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions. 
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